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Introduction: The final stage of planet formation 

involves giant impacts between planet-sized bodies [1]. 

Pre-impact spins are usually ignored despite the fact that 

rapidly rotating bodies are a common outcome of such 

collisions [2]. The main reasons being that the parame-

ter space becomes huge, and spins make initial condi-

tions tricky to construct. Examples of initial spins being 

ignored include attempts to explain Uranus’ rotation 

axis [3, 4], and models in which the angular momentum 

of the Earth–Moon system results from the impact of a 

non-rotating Mars-sized body, Theia, and a non-rotating 

proto-Earth [5]. In this work, we show the importance 

of Theia´s spin in affecting the resulting debris disk 

from the Moon forming collision [6]. 

The Moon-forming impact is one planetary example 

for which pre-impact spin of the target alone has re-

ceived limited consideration. Canup [7] showed how 

this changed the collision outcome relative to the canon-

ical impact studied by Canup & Asphaug [6]. The iso-

topic similarity of the Earth’s mantle and lunar samples 

[8] provoked attempts to place a higher fraction of 

proto-Earth material into the protolunar disc by starting 

with a spinning target [9, 10, 11]. Initial conditions for 

these numerical simulation studies were created by first 

making a spherical planet, providing it with a small an-

gular velocity, letting it relax in a smoothed particle hy-

drodynamical (SPH) simulation, and then repeating this 

process until the desired angular velocity was reached 

[9]. This method is slow and leads to pre-impact planets 

with structures that cannot be known until the end of this 

iterative process. 

We have developed a fast algorithm that calculates 

the internal density profile of a rotating object com-

posed of any prescribed materials in hydrostatic equilib-

rium and places particles into the body such that very 

little, if any, relaxation is required for numerical simu-

lations [6]. The method is based on the Concentric Mac-

laurin Spheroid (CMS) technique introduced by Hub-

bard [12] without differential rotation, but allowing ar-

bitrary equations of state to be used for multiple materi-

als. Our open-source code is a flexible tool that has been 

written in python under the project name WoMa (World 

Maker), and is publicly available 

at https://github.com/srbonilla/WoMa. We performed 

tests of our method for 1 and 2-layer planets with 105, 

107, and 109 particles. The final density profiles, exclud-

ing the boundaries, are within 2 per cent of the desired, 

analytically computed density for the one- and two-

layer tests with 105 particles, and within 1 per cent for 

the two higher resolutions. We use WoMa to construct 

initial conditions for a set of giant impacts between the 

proto-Earth and Mars-sized impactors with a variety of 

rotation rates. 

The Effects of a Spinning Theia: We present a set 

of five canonical Moon-forming giant impacts where 

the impactor Theia is given a different spin in each sim-

ulation. We use the SWIFT open-source simulation 

code (www.swiftsim.com, [13]) version 0.8.1 for our 

SPH simulations. 

We consider an impact between a target proto-Earth 

of mass 0.887 M⊕ and an impactor, Theia, of mass 

0.133 M⊕. Both are differentiated into an iron core and 

rocky mantle, constituting 30 per cent and 70 per cent of 

the total mass, respectively, modelled using the Tillot-

son [14] iron and granite equations of state. The velocity 

at impact is chosen to be the mutual escape speed, the 

angle of impact is set as 45°, and the simulation begins 

1 h prior to the time of contact between the two bodies 

in order to model the tidal distortion of the bodies just 

before impact. All five simulations are evolved to 100 h 

and have a mass resolution of 107 particles per Earth 

mass. 

The only difference between our simulations is the 

rotation rate of Theia. The minimum period available is 

2.6 h, which translates to a maximum spin angular mo-

mentum of LTh,max = 0.15 LEM, where LEM = 

3.5 × 1034 kg m2 s−1 is the current angular momentum of 

the Earth–Moon system. We set the spin angular mo-

mentum of Theia, LTh, to be lTh ≡ LTh / LTh,max =  −1/2, 

−1/4, 0, 1/4, and 1/2 for our five simulations. These cor-

respond to rotation periods for the more and less rapidly 

spinning Theias of 3.2 and 5.1 h. The orbital angular 

momentum of the colliding systems is 1.25 LEM. 

All counter-rotating (lTh < 1/2) simulations place the 

majority of the mass of Theia either into the Earth or 

within the Roche radius (∼3 R⊕), with much of Theia’s 

core blanketing that of the proto-Earth. However, 

the lTh = 0 and lTh = 1/2 impacts lead to an approxi-

mately Moon-mass, self-gravitating clump within the 

debris disc whose periapsis is outside the Roche radius.  
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Figure 1: Snapshot at 100 h of simulation time for the 

simulation with lTh = 1/4 . The black dashed line repre-

sents the trajectory of the resulting clump. The particle 

colours represent different materials: dark and light grey 

for iron, and red and yellow are rock, in the proto-Earth 

and Theia, respectively. An animation of the early evo-

lution of all impacts is available at 

http://icc.dur.ac.uk/giant_impacts/woma_im-

pacts_anim.mp4. 

The orbiting clump is resolved with over 105 parti-

cles in the lTh = 0 and lTh = 1/2 simulations, allowing us 

to study in detail its composition. Both clumps 

have ∼29% of their mass coming from the proto-

Earth’s mantle, ∼1% from Theia’s iron core, and the re-

maining ∼70% from Theia’s mantle. 

Fig. 2 shows how the mass fraction of proto-Earth 

increases linearly towards the surface of the clump. 

Roughly equal amounts of Theia and proto-Earth are 

found at the surface of the clump, quite different from 

the overall 70:30 split. This distribution of material is 

primarily a result of the geometry of the impact. Any 

long-term evolution of this distribution over time, due 

to convection and other mixing mechanisms, is not con-

sidered here. However, if subsequent mixing between 

proto-Earth and Theia material were incomplete, then 

this radial variation could establish a relation between 

the isotopic difference between these two bodies and 

that measured between the Earth and the Moon. The 

challenge of interpreting oxygen isotope data means that 

there is an ongoing debate as to whether the isotopic 

compositions of lunar samples and the Earth are indis-

tinguishable [15]  or not [16, 17, 18]. 

 
Figure 2: Radial variation of the mass fraction of target 

mantle present in the orbiting clumps after 100 h for 

the lTh = 0 (blue) and lTh = 1/2 (orange) simulations. 

Conclusions: We developed a fast method to repre-

sent a spinning planet in a SPH simulation, publicly 

available at: https://github.com/srbonilla/WoMa. We 

tested its capabilities using simulations containing up to 

just over 109 SPH particles that were evolved with 

the SWIFT code. 

We used this new technique to study the effect of 

different rotation rates of Theia in 107-particle simula-

tions of a canonical Moon-forming impact. Counter-ro-

tating Theias produced quick mergers, whereas a rap-

idly corotating Theia led to a hit-and-run collision with 

numerous unbound clumps escaping from the Earth. In 

the zero spin and slowly corotating Theia cases, after 

100 h a roughly Moon-sized clump remained, orbiting 

the Earth outside the Roche radius. 
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